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 But not everyone finds the level of detail in the game's graphics appealing. Multiple versions of the Super Mario World Game
Boy Color (GC) ROM exist, created by fan developers and game pack creators such as Shuggy, Dromes, Dobby, and Pokémon
Trainer. One of the main differences between the versions is that of the Mario Paint port, as Dromes' version of the game has

the better graphics and gameplay over the version of the game that is included with the Mario Paint cartridge. In the video game
Star Fox 64, a tournament scene has a number of team mascots on stage, such as Mutch Puck and Jeffy B. However, in the

PlayStation version of the game, the mascots are replaced by more generic-looking ones, while the Sega Saturn version has some
of the original mascots from the Super Mario World game still in it. The reason for this change has never been properly

explained by Nintendo, despite the fact that Nintendo of Europe later added the classic mascots in an update, released as part of
the Star Fox 64 3D Pack for the Wii. The Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon! (Japan only) for the Super Nintendo Entertainment
System has many scenes with Goemon in the background, but has no Goemon in the foreground at all, in-line with the genre that

Mystical Ninja is set in. In most videos about it, Goemon is clearly visible. In fact, Goemon is shown in his distinctive purple
outfit and purple pointed ears, and is featured in many other Mystical Ninja related videos, making his appearance conspicuous.

Due to the delay of the release of the GameCube version of Splat Zones, the game's release was delayed for two months in
North America, and the European release was delayed for four months, where it was given the re-release title of Club Zonk.
However, it received a remake as Club Zonk for the Nintendo DS in Europe. A remixed version of Splat Zones, called Splat

Zones 2, was also released on the GameCube, and was released in North America two weeks later. The animal characters on a
splash screen in Sonic Adventure 2'' are of the same type as the character sprites in the backgrounds of the first Sonic

Adventure. Many original Nintendo artwork and promotional material features games that could be considered as Mario-
inspired, such as the Logo Super Mario Bros. and Chip and Dale's Great Adventure or Capt. Rainbow's 82157476af
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